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ABSTRACT 
The Schur product of two n X n complex matrices A = (a i j), B = ( bi j) is defined 
by A 0 B = ( aijbij). By a result of Schur [2], the algebra of n X 7t matrices with Schur 
product and the usual addition is a commutative Banach algebra under the operator 
norm (the norm of the operator defined on C” by the matrix). For a fixed matrix A, 
the norm of the operator B -A 0 B on this Banach algebra is called the Schur 
multiplier norm of A, and is denoted by ]]A]],,,. It is proved here that llAll= IIU*AUII, 
for all unitary U (where ]I.]] denotes the operator norm) iff A is a scalar multiple of a 
unitary matrix; and that ]]A]], = ]]A]] iff th ere exist two permutations P, Q. a p X p 
(1~ p < n) unitary U, an (n - p) x (n - p) contraction C, and a nonnegative number 
A such that 
A=XP y ; Q; 
[ 1 
and this is so iff ]]A 0 A]] = ]]A]]2, where A is the matrix obtained by taking entrywise 
conjugates of A. 
INTRODUCTION 
On the algebra of n x n complex matrices, the Schur (or Hadamard) 
product of two matrices A = (a i j) and B = ( bi j) is defined by 
A 0 B = (aijbij), 
i.e., the entrywise product. Every matrix A defines an operator on the Hilbert 
space Q=“, and hence has an operator norm /Al[. It is proved by Schur in [2] 
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that ItA 0 BIl< llAllllJ3ll. Thus the set of n X n matrices with the usual addition 
and the Schur multiplication is a commutative Banach algebra under the 
operator norm; we denote this algebra by 6?. Every A E 62 defines a linear 
operator on & in an obvious way: B + A 0 B. The norm of this operator, called 
the Schur multiplier norm, (or simply multiplier norm) of A, will be denoted 
by IlAll,. Obviously, 
ll4lm = su~{llA o WI: BE A, 11~11 d 1)~ IIAII 
by Schur’s result mentioned above. 
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE SMALLER SUBSET 
In this section we shall give a full description of a nice subset of the set of 
matrices whose operator norms are equal to their multiplier norms. First we 
give an example which shows that the class of matrices satisfying merely the 
norm condition has a lack of the most commonly desired property. 
EXWPLE 1. Let A be the matrix 
1 0 
[ I 0 0’ 
Then it is easy to see that (IAIl = l= llAllm. If we conjugate A by the unitary 
matrix 
and get 
then we see that llU*AUlI = llAl1 = 1, while lIU*AUlI, = 8. 
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We conclude from this simple example that the class of matrices A with 
II All = ll4L is not unitary invariant. The present section concerns the class 
% of matrices A such that [IAll = IIU*AUII, for all unitary U. 
LEMMA 2. Let U = (uij) be a unitary matrix. Then 
llwn = 1 = IIW 
Proof. Let o= ( i?i j) be the matrix obtained by taking entrywise complex 
conjugations. Then the matrix U 0 o= (luij12) has the property that the sum 
of the entries of a column (row) is 1. To compute the norm of U 0 0, consider 
the unit vector x = (l/6, l/h,. . . , l/G) E C”. We find 
(ud7)x=x. 
So the multiplier norm IlU((, > 1. But, as noted earlier, ((U((, < IlU(\ = 1; we 
conclude that IlUll, = 1= IlUll. n 
Since a unitary conjugation of a unitary matrix is again unitary, the class 
% defined above contains all scalar multiples of unitary matrices. Our first 
main result states that this containment is in fact an equality. We need some 
preliminary results. 
PROPOSITION 3. For A = (ai j) E @, 
i 1 
l/2 
llAll~ G OL = lFEn j$Ilaij12 
(i.e., the multiplier rwrm is not greater than the maximum of the row norms). 
Proof. Let x = (21, 22,. . . , z,) E C", B = (bij) E 62. We have 
jl(A 0 B)z[/~ = t 
I I 
2 aijbip,e 
i=l j-l 
d iI ( !llaij12)( !Ilbijzj12) 
(by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality) 
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<a 2 IbijZj12 
Q a2 j~lll~l121~j12 
= a211~l1211412. 
Hence I)A 0 BII < alIBII for any B E @. It follows that [IAll, Q a. n 
Since the transpose of a matrix has the same multiplier norm as the matrix 
itself, we have the following 
COROLLARY 4. For A as above, 
IIAII ,d mm 
i ) 
i laij12 1’2 
l=sj<n i-1 
(i.e., the multiplier wrm is twt greater than the maximum of the column 
norms). Fdwnnore 
l141m Q a( A) =mm def ’ [lFen( ~llaij12)1’2~ lTzn( ~llaij12)1”]]. 
NOTE. This bound is attainable, but the equality does not always hold, as 
the matrix 
A= 
shows. [In this case IlAll,,, = 4 < l/\/3; = a(A).] 
We arrive now at a proof of the result of Schur mentioned earlier. 
COROLLARY 5. IlAll, G IlAll (or equivalently, IIA 0 BII d ll4lllBll). 
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Proof The operator norm of A is not less than the norm of any column 
or row. n 
LEMMAS. LetA beannXnmutrixofrwrm1. SupposethatllAell=l 
for some unit vector e. Then (Ae, Af) = 0 for any unit vector f orthogonal 
to e. 
Proof. By adapting the coordinate system, this becomes the familiar and 
easy fact that a matrix of norm 1 having (1,l) entry equal to 1 must have its 
(1, j) entries zero for j* 1. n 
LEMMA 7. Let A be an n x n matrix such that llAl[ = 1. Suppose that 
II AxI1 < 1 for some unit vector x. Then there exists an orthonmmu 1basisE 
such that llAell< 1 for all e E E. 
Proof. By adjoining unit vectors to the set {x}, we may assume that 
(e, = x, e,, . . . , e,,} is an orthonormal basis. Without loss of generality we may 
also assume that IIAelll, IIAezll,...,llAekll < 1 and IIAek+rll = IIAek+sll = . . * 
= IIAe,ll = 1. 
Replacing e, by e;=(l/&)e,+(l/&)e,+,, and ek+l by e;+,= 
(l/J;Z)e, - (l/&)ek+l, the set {e;, e,,. . .,e;+,,. . . ,e,} is still an orthonormal 
basis, and 
llAe;[l’= -&Aer + kAek+r II I/ 
2 
= ~llAql12 + fllA%+d12 
< 1. 
The second equality fohows from Lemma 6, which implies that Ae,, Aek+r 
are orthogonal. 
Similarly IIAe;+,II < 1. The new orthonormal system {e;, ear. . . , 
ekYe;+r,ek+a”‘, e,} satisfies the same assumption with k + 1 taking the place 
of k. An induction argument gives us the desired orthonormal basis E. n 
PROPOSITION 8. Let A be an n X n matrix such that llAll= 1. Suppose 
II Axl) < 1 for some unit vector x. Then there exists a unitary U such that 
IIU*AUII, < 1. 
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Proo$ Let U be the unitary matrix whose columns are the vectors in the 
orthonormal basis E obtained in Lemma 7. Then U*AU has the property that 
the column norms are all < 1. Hence (]U*AU]], < 1 by Corollary 4. n 
THEOREMS. LetA~~besuchthat~~A~~=l=~~U*AU~~,foraZZunituy 
U. Then A is unitay. 
Proof. By Proposition 8, A is an isometry. Isometries on finite dimen- 
sional spaces are unitary. n 
The main result is now clear. 
THEOREM 10. The set %of n X n matrices A such that [IAll = ]]U*AU]], 
for any unitary U, is precisely the set of scalar multiples of the unitay 
matrices. (That is, 
%/ = {A:]]A]] = J]U*AU]],, U E %} = {XU: U E ‘?L, X EC}, 
where % denote-s the set of unitary matrices.) 
Proof. Every nonzero A E %)lL can be written as ]]A]](]]A]]-‘A), and 
~~A~~- ‘A has its norm and multiplier norms of its conjugates all equal to 1. 
Hence ]lA]]-‘A is unitary by Theorem 9. n 
REMARKS. If A is an infinite matrix, it may not define a bounded 
operator on Z2 (the separable Hilbert space with a fixed orthonoxmal basis). 
On the algebra of infinite matrices that correspond to bounded operators on 
Z2, the Schur product (defined analogously) is well defined, by a result of 
Schur [2], and the structure of this commutative Banach algebra is extensively 
studied in [3]. (In fact a modification of the proof of our Proposition 3 works 
for the infinite case, and Corollaries 4 and 5 are also valid in a modified form, 
and thus Schur’s result is obtained.) 
It is quite easy to show, by the fact that the set of matrices corresponding 
to compact operators form an ideal under the Schur multiplication [3, p. 61, 
that any unitary A of the form Z + K (K a compact matrix, Z the identity 
matrix) has the property that ]]A]] = ]]U*AU]], = 1 for any unitary U. (Proof: 
A~~=Z+K~Z+~~Z+~~Z+K~~isZ+compact,andhencehaslin 
the spectrum. Thus it has norm 1.) 
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2. CHABACTEIUZATION OF THE SUBSET 
Next we give a characterization of the set of matrices A with the property 
that llA/ = l[All,. First we present a preliminary result with independent 
interest. 
PROPOSITION 11 (Schwarz inequality for Schur multiplication). For any 
A,B 
[IA 0 BII < [IA 0 A11”‘1lB 0 qI”2. 
Proof. Let x = (x j) he any vector. Then 
< C ( Cl"ijll~j11'2b.jlI~j11'2)2 
i j 
G I( ~l”ij121rjl)( Clbij121xjl) 
i j j 
( c Cl4”l I ( i ( j 8~ ‘jr)‘“( ~(~lbij121%4~)‘” 
= ll(A o ~hl/lll@ o ~)lxlll 
6 [IA 0 KIIIIB o ~1111412~ 
where 1x1 = (Ix@, ]](]x])]] = ]]x]]. Therefore ]]A 0 Bl12 d IIA 0 AllllB 0 BlI, as de 
sired. n 
We need the following facts in the proof of the second main theorem: 
(1) If ]]A]] = ]]A]],, then a permutation of rows (columns) of A still has 
the same property. [In fact, the norm ]I*]],,, is invariant under row (column) 
permutation, despite the fact that it is not a unitary invariant norm.] 
(2) If IVII = ll4l,~ a scalar multiple of A has the same property. 
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(3) If 11 AlI = 1 and if a row (column) of A, regarded as a vector in C”, is of 
norm 1, then it is orthogonal to every other row (column). This is Lemma 6 
restated. 
(4) If llAl[ = 1, then the rows (columns) of A have norm Q 1. 
We are now ready to prove the following 
THEOREM 12. Let A be an n x n mutrix. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) IIAII = ll4l4 
(b) IIA o All = l1412; 
(c) there exist a nonnegative number A, two n x n permutations P, Q, a 
p x p (1 d p d n) unitary U, and an (n - p)X(n - p) contraction C such 
that 
PAQ=A ; ;. 
[ 1 
Proof. (a)-(b): Let B be an n x n matrix such that llBl[ < 1. Then by 
Proposition 11 
[IA 0 BII < IIA Q ~~~“2~~B 0 ml”2 < IIA 0 All’“, 
by Schur’s result; hence 
IIAII = ll4lm G IIA o xll”2, 
or 
11412 G IIA o All. 
The reverse inequality is immediate, since II XII = II A 11. 
(b) 3 (c): We may assume without loss of generality that II A Q XII = 1 = 
(IAj12. Then there exists a unit vector x =(x1,x2,...,x,) with nonnegative 
coordinates such that 
ll(A 0 K)rll = 1 = Ilrll. 
Since a permutation of columns (rows) in A results in the same permutation of 
columns (rows) in A 0 A, and since for some permutation Q, Qx has the 
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property that ah nonzero coordinates preceed zero coordinates (if any), we 
may assume that 
(a) forsomen>,p~l,x,,x,,...,x,>O,r,+,=...=x,=O; 
(p) C;=,laij12xj>Ofor i=1,2 ,..., 9, l<q=$fl; 
(y) ~;=i~aij~zxj=Ofori=9+1,9+2 ,..., n. 
Now we also have 
< xx; = ~~x~~2 = 1 
j 
by the Schwarz inequality and (4) above. Thus all inequalities reduce to 
equalities, and we may conclude that 
(i) CiJaij12 = 1 for x .f 0, i.e., 1< j< p; 
(ii) Cjluij12 = 1 for ~jluij12x~ > 0, i.e., 16 i < 9; 
(iii) for each i, the vectors (l~,~l,lu,~I,...,lu~,l) and (luillxl,lui2~x2,..., 
lui,lx,) are linearly dependent. 
For 1 6 i G 9, since Cjluij12 = 1, there exists Xi * 0 such that 
lUijlhi = lUijlXj for j=1,2 ,..., 12. 
Since xi=0 or j=p+l,..., n, we have luijl = 0, 16 i < 9, p + 16 j< n. 
Also, luijl = 0 for 9 + 1~ i G n, 1 G j< p, because Cjluij12xj= 0 for 9 + 1~ i 
dn,andxj>Ofor l<j<p. 
Claim: p = 9. Suppose p -c 9. Then since the first p rows of A are of norm 
1 and can be regarded as vectors in Q= P, the remaining 9 - p rows must be 
zero vectors by (3), a contradiction. Similarly p Y 9. It is now clear that 
where U is a p X p unitary matrix and C is an (n - p) X (n - p) contraction. 
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(c) * (a): This is trivial. 
The proof is thus complete. 
Let us consider the norm 
ill AllI = ~~PW*AW,: Umitary} ( G IIAII) (*I 
on the algebra of n x n matrices. Since the unitary group is compact, there 
exists a U such that IIU*AUII, = lllAlll. 
Let A be a matrix such that lllAlll= [IAll = 1. Then by the theorem above, 
there exist permutations P, Q and unitary U such that 
PU*AUQ= ; ; 
[ 1 
for some p x p unitary V and some (n - p) X (n - p) contraction C. 
But PU*AUQ = (UPt)*A(UP’)Q, and UPt is unitary. We have therefore 
the following 
THEOREM 13. Let A be an n X n matrix. Let ~~~~~~~ be defined (IS in (*). 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) II4 = lIlAIll. 
(b) There exist a nonnegative h E R, an n X n unitary U, a p X p 
(1 <p d n) unitary V, an (n - p)X(n - p) contraction C, and an n X 12 
permutation P such that 
U*AUP=A ; ,!j , 
[ 1 
(c) IIAII = r(AUPU*) f or some unitary U and some permutation P, where 
r denotes the spectral radius. 
BEMARKS. 
(1) Proposition 11 holds true for infinite matrices defining bounded 
operators on 12. 
(2) That [IAll = IlAll,,, implies that r(PAQ)= llAl[ for some permutations 
P, Q, is obvious in view of Theorem 12. The converse is not true, as the 
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matrix 
shows. (111111 = r(A)= 1 but llA/, = 4.) 
(3) It doesn’t seem to be the case that Theorem 10 follows from Theorem 
12, or vice versa. 
(4) Theorem 12 holds true for infinite matrices that define compact 
operators on 2’. (‘Ibis has been observed by P. Rosenthal.) 
We would like to thank Professors P. Rosenthal, C. R. Johnson, and H. 
Radjavi for some stimulating discussions on this subject. 
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